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blue,” published November 9th, 2011. 
______________________________________________________________ 

A less frightening radiation therapy experience when the ceiling is covered by white clouds. 

White clouds slowly moving across a summer sky. To give the patient a nice view during radiation 

treatment is the first step in a design project to make a technology-intensive environment less 

frightening. 

Gigantic machines, monitors that hang from the walls and ceiling, not happy in a basement without 

natural light. In the middle of the desolate room on a bare cot lies the patient. Often undressed. 

- It's a very exposed life for the patient, says medical physicist Tufve Nyholm when he describes how 

radiation therapy activities tend to look like. 

To make the environment more humanistic within the Radiotherapy Clinic at the Norrland’s 

University Hospital in Umeå, where Tufve Nyholm works, he started a project with the Umeå Institute 

of Design. The idea behind the project was that designers can offer new perspectives - which Tufve 

Nyholm thinks is needed in radiation therapy, which is has primarily been characterized through 

technological development. 

- It has led to the nursing staff caring for the machines almost more than the patients. We are trying to 

get away from these old ingrained thought patterns. 

Patients took pictures.  

To identify potential changes in the healthcare environment and workflow that could make the 

radiation therapy be perceived as less intimidating or boring, patients were asked to take pictures of 

things that they responded to.  

The subject captured in the most pictures was the empty white ceiling that patients stare at during 

treatment. Consequently, the first action taken was installing a ceiling projection of a summer sky, 

developed by the designer. 

- They get a nice impression and something to focus on during treatment, something that is not static. 

It is important because patients come here every day for up to two months, says Tufve Nyholm.  

The project is being evaluated carefully. The changes are introduced gradually and only in some of the 

treatment rooms, while others are left untouched in order to compare the two environments.  

All patients who are receiving curative treatment are asked to respond to surveys on the environment. 

Some are also asked to photograph their experiences with the camera, as well as keep a diary in which 

they also rate their anxiety. 

More actions are planned.  

Concern is particularly a dilemma when children are irradiated, as anxious children may find it 

difficult to lie still and therefore must receive an anesthetic. A plan is therefore to try to use ceiling 

projection so that children can see and talk to their parents during treatment. 



- If less children must receive anesthetic it would be a major success because it is unpleasant for both 

children and parents, and it also takes a lot of resources. 

The next intervention will focus on the tight schedule at the clinic. Each patient has only 15 minutes in 

the treatment room, which includes time for to undressing, lying in the correct position in fixation and 

being radiated. 

- It can potentially produce a smoother interaction with the nurses outside. But it can also be even 

more like an assembly-line, so it is important that we test what patients think, says Tufve Nyholm. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

The research and design presented in this article is work done by designer, Tara Mullaney. 

Tara Mullaney is a PhD candidate in Industrial Design at the Umeå Institute of Design within Umeå 

University, and works as a researcher within the Design Research Group. Her research involves 

investigating the patient experience within healthcare, with the aim of increasing patient knowledge, 

participation, and power within these environments. The work presented in this article is funded by 

the EU Structural Foundation, Objective 2, North Sweden, and the Cancer Research Foundation, 

Northern Sweden, led by project manager Tufve Nyholm, and done in collaboration with the 

Radiotherapy Department at Noorland’s University Hospital. 
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